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Report by Jodie Brotherton, M762 

  



Shichtungsgarten Weihenstephan 
 

The Weihenstephan garden is an educational and experimental 

garden that focuses on ecological, practical, and aesthetic trials of 

trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants. One of the focuses of the 

planting that I found really interesting was using herbaceous 

perennials that suite the local conditions in an ecologically and 

aesthetically conscious way. It was really inspiring to see the 

planting combinations used in the different beds and borders.  

 

 

 

 

Each area of the garden was named with an explanation of the plantings and conditions for the bed. 

Our German was quite poor, but we managed to translate bits and pieces to get the general overview 

of the beds and there were a couple of student gardeners weeding that we were able to ask a few 

questions.  I have included images of some of the areas below, the areas that I unfortunately do not 

have pictures for are the hosta bed, the oak quarter and the iris beds.  

 

The images above and left show the kniphofia slope, 

the above left image also shows the labelling for the 

individual plants, which was very helpful for our walk 

around. I have never used kniphofia in a planting 

scheme before as I have never really seen it used that 

successfully, but seeing the smaller varieties used here 

I will definitely be keeping it in mind! 

 

 



 

The images above and to the left show the Potentilla slope. There 

were some really interesting combinations in these beds. The 

planting was low growing with very little hight but there was still 

plenty of textures to keep the planting interesting and 

aesthetically pleasing.  

 

 

 

 

 

The images below show the steppe slope, planted directly in front of the Potentilla slope. The plants 

here were low growing and are adapted to an arid low nutrient environment. It was interesting to 

see how a rockery style garden can be done well! The low growing habit of these plants blended well 

with Potentilla slope behind. There was a very aesthetic blend between the two.  

 



In the centre of the garden there was a large Peony bed. This really was the highlight of the visit for 

me as we arrived when all the peonies were in bloom!  

 

Below I have included some images of the planting combinations from around the garden.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 



Chinese Garden Stuttgart 
Unfortunately I have no pictures from the Chinese Garden in Stuttgart. The garden was very 

interesting and had a very tranquil atmosphere. The planting was very minimalistic and well cared for, 

but I definitely prefer the wilder more naturalistic style.  

Whilst in Stuttgart we also visited some of the public gardens which were very well maintained.  

PalmenGarten (Frankfurt) 
 

PalmenGarten is the Botanic Garden in Frankfurt. The garden has several glasshouse collections and 

several areas of themed planting. 

 



The images above show a small bog area planted with really interesting bog grasses, carnivorous 

pitchers, and sundews. This was a really interesting area. Although quite small. 

An area near the Tropicarium is planted with drought-tolerant steppe habitat and prairie plants. I 

really enjoy this style of planting as it is low maintenance and very aesthetically pleasing. The images 

below show this area with part of the Tropicarium behind. 

 

 

Behind the prairie style planting was a meadow that connects to the rest of the garden and other 

glasshouses, which one of the gardeners explained to use was largely left untouched apart from 

mowing twice. 



Directly in front of the Tropic arum there were Mediterranean beds, planted with Mediterranean zone 

trees, shrubs and perennials.  

 

We spent quite a bit of time walking through the Tropicarium. The plant collections are displayed by 

distribution, arid and humid, from semi-dessert, dry forests and other arid habitats to monsoon forests 

swamps, lowland forests and other humid habitats. Unfortunately I don’t have pictures of inside the 

Tropicarium.  

As interesting as the Tropicarium was I did enjoy the outdoor prairie/Mediterranean/meadow area 

much more. 

 

 

 

 

 



Duisberg Nord 
The Duisberg landscape park is sadly another of the gardens that I do not have pictures for. This site 

is one that we had already researched for one of our 3rd year modules, so we were somewhat familiar 

with it. This garden was more up my alley than the Chinese garden in Stuttgart. The naturalistic 

planting and the cues for care from the pruned hedges and tidy paths were very effective and the 

industrial building contrasted really well with the wild-like planting. 

This style of planting reminds me of Le Jardin Plume, another naturalistic style meadow garden with 

pruned hedges and mowed paths as cues for care. 

Maximilian Park 
Maximilian Park has a perennial and grass garden designed by Piet Oudolf. The planting was really 

stunning and regrettably Maximilian Park is another garden that I have no pictures for. We were taken 

for a tour of the garden by one of the gardeners. It was a rather a quick tour as I think they were 

expecting a larger group, but they did explain to us some of the maintenance tasks for the Piet Oudolf 

Garden, mainly cutting back before the growing season, thinning out and splitting larger perennials 

and grasses and the usual weeding. The planting designed by Oudolf had a rhythm that really fit in 

with its surrounding and the planting combinations were very inspiring. Oudolf is known for grouping 

and repetition as well as choosing plants for their form for winter interest. I could see and imagine 

what the garden would look like in the winter months with the grasses and seed heads. I definitely 

kept a few of the combinations in mind for my family garden including a selection of grasses in swathes 

with Salvias and Echinacea.   

Schau – und Shichtungsgarten Hermannshof 
 

Hermannshof was a beautiful garden with many different 

planted areas. Large beds with shrubs and beautiful 

combinations of perennials.  

When we arrived, we were met by one of the gardeners and 

taken for a tour around the beds and borders. We were 

originally organised to meet the professor that works at the 

garden but unfortunately, he was unable to meet us due to 

other commitments. During the tour, the gardener that met us 



pointed out some of her favourite combinations including the alliums and grasses and the American 

style prairie planting and went through the usual upkeep of the garden from season to season. She 

explained that they use plants that were best suited to the beds and also focused on plants with higher 

tolerances to low water and droughty conditions, although they still used drip irrigation when 

necessary in the summer months. 

 

Above are pictures of the large bed to the right of the large open lawn area of the garden. This bed 

was planted with drought tolerant and prairie habitat plants. Monarda planted with Stipa, Achillea, 

Salvias, Allium and more.  

There were also some beautiful Cornus trees flowering by the large house on site but unfortunately 

along with the wooded area of the garden I do not have pictures for these areas.  

I’ve included some extra images from the large border below. 

  

 

 

 

 



 



Urban 
 

Another aspect of this trip that I really enjoyed was seeing how diverse the urban planting was. The 

picture on the left below shows perennial planting on the verge next to a main road that we spotted 

whilst cycling to Shichtungsgarten Weihenstephan. This planting is low maintenance, suited to local 

conditions and very attractive! After spotting this we made sure to travel as much by foot and bike as 

we could to spot similar plantings on our travels. We did spot many more perennial verges on our trip 

including the image on the right. 

 

The green spaces and parks, I thought, were managed really well. They were tidy well maintained 

whilst still having a naturalistic unmanaged feel.  

The image on the right shows new urban trees with 

slow release water bags. These bags help new trees 

establish in an urban environment.  

 

 

We spent some time whilst in Weinheim, visiting Shichtungsgarten Hermannshof, cycling around the 

area and saw similar perennial urban planting and well managed public green spaces.  



Towards the end of the trip I was unfortunately taken ill so I was unable to travel much. We ended up 

staying in Frankfurt for a few extra nights so I could rest before the trip home. Due to being ill I stayed 

in the accommodation while Aidynn visited Botanischer Garten Frankfurt and a few of the public parks 

I the area.  

Overall the trip was very interesting, and it was clear to see the differences between Germany and the 

UK. Whilst the UK favours bedding plants and seasonal displays, although attitudes to naturalistic 

verges are changing, Germany has embraced less formal management of their public green spaces. 

And in many of the gardens we visited seem to favour the use of perennials that suit the local 

conditions. Personally I believe that the UK needs to promote and adopt this way of gardening, 

spending less time altering our gardens to fit a certain style or aesthetic and more time planting 

perennials that will be sustainable and beneficial in a changing climate. 

 

 


